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capirotazos
Hits given with a capirote.  The capirote is a long, conical cap. 

capitalino
It means relative to the capital or born in the capital.  In Colombia, Bogota, Rolo. 

capitana
Female Captain, lower-ranking military woman among the officers, who only surpasses the lieutenant and the
Lieutenant.  Name of a Novel by the Argentine Elsa Osorio .  Woman who directs or rules a boat or pilots an aircraft. 
Woman of great ancestry in a team and who assumes the voice of her companions.

capitaneada
It means led, managed, directed.  Inflection of captaining, which means to lead, direct, manage, govern.

capite
It's an Italian word.  You mean, you know?

capitolio
In Colombia (Bogotá), seat of Government and site where the Congress meets.  It is a type of construction similar to a
Palace, with many columns on the front.  In various countries is the seat of Government or the building where the
Congress or Parliament meets.  Rome is now called Pointe Verdi, before "Campidoglio", was one of the hills where
religious activities (Capitoline Hill) were made.

capitular
It is the action of surrendering, of abandoning the battle, of giving up.  Surrender, submit, surrender, yield, exhaust, tire. 
It can also mean getting fatigued. 

caplán
It is another way of calling the devil or demon.  In Venezuela it means that disappears, it vanishes.  It is also a surname
of an actor of cinema argentino (Marcos Caplán).  Caplan is a surname of English doctors who studied the exposure of
miners to coal dust.  In medicine, Caplan's syndrome is the same Rheumatoid lung condition.  Rheumatoid lung.

capnófilo
It means friend of smoke, who prefers smoke.  It is a class of organism that manages to subsist in environments of high
concentrations of carbon dioxide. 

capo
It's a little captain's form.  It means leader, boss, boss, head, warlord, guide.  Although the term has been degenerated
in general, by relating it to drug trafficking and crime, the truth is that it can and should be used in the accepted sense.

capoc
It is the fiber or mota produced the ceiba tree.  In countries Anglo-Saxons are tells kapok, Capok or Kapok, ceiba tree.  It
is a very soft fiber and looks like the WAD of cotton, although of yellowish color.  The ceiba tree also receives other



common names such as ceibo, lupuna, mapajo, bonga or bongo, pochote or kapok.  Its scientific name is Ceiba
pentandra and belongs to the family Malvaceae (formerly in the taxonomic classification contained in the family
Bombacaceae).

capocha
In Argentina it means head, skull, testa, helmet and Cap.

capoeira
It is a type of Brazilian martial art, where music, dance and martial art are combined.

capoladora
A machine which is used for making meat stuffings.  Meat grinder, Chopper.

capomo
It is the name given in Mexico to the seeds of the tree of Ramón, Ojoche.  It has the scientific name of Brosimun
alicastrum and the Moraceae family.  They are edible and very nutritious.  It is located in via of extinction.

capona
It is the name given to a shoulder pad for military use without canelosnes, similar to epaulettes or genets and which
were used by mounted corps and carabineros.  In the militia it also means acquired, used, used. 

caponada
Set of capon or castrated animals.  Group of animals that are removed from the group of breeders or stallions and
engaged in fattening, priming and selling.  Many of these copies are left for display.  They can be pigs, goats,
darkheads, steers or horses.

caponera
It is the name given to a wooden cage where chickens or fighting roosters are kept.  Caponera is also a drink similar to
brandy, which they make in Venezuela.  La Caponera is the name of a Colombian telenovela, based on cockfights and
village fairs.

caporal
In Colombia it means head of the Cowboys, Butler, foreman.  Boss, who leads a group.

caporra
Ball of wax that are assembled in the processions to disturb others.  A ball of a cane handle.  The caporra is a ball
shaped with residual wax.

caporuno
It is one of the common names of a tropical ornamental plant of family Marantaceae, other common names are:
rosarioo, pehuajó, huajo, platanillo.  Its scientific name is Thalia geniculata.  It naturally grows in floodplains and along
the rivers.

capota



It can be a layer augmentative, large layer.  Also a usually foldable cover of the vehicles.  It can refer to the roof of a
vehicle.  It could also be a way to call a helmet or helmet.  Metal element that protects the head. 

capote
Layer of the Bullfighter.

capote de jardín
Colombia is the top layer of the soil in the garden.  Lawn, grass, grass.

capotear
In Colombia it means capotear, facing difficulties, dodging, defending yourself.  Use a hood to defend against a bull. 
Fight.   . 

capoteo
Inflection of capotear .  Defend yourself with a bull's hood.  Action and capotear effect, face difficulties, dodge, defend
yourself.   . 

capotera
It means related to the hoods.  It can be a type of suitcase or bag to store hoods or also a large needle to sew the
hoods.

capotón
Increased hood.  It has canopy or large cape.  Bull that rams with intensity.  It also means tunda, beating that occurs
between several to one. 

capó
In Colombia lid or cover of the engine of the car.  It comes from the French word hood.

capparis
Capparis is the technical name of a genus of plants, belonging to the family Capparaceae or Capparidaceae.  It is
represented by some 225 accepted species of shrubs and crawlers.  The word kapparis in Greek means caper.

caprera
It is the name of an island of the Mediterranean, located north of Sardinia and which is part of the Maddalena
Archipelago.  It belongs to Italy.  Name given to an asteroid 479 . 

capricho
In Colombia, stubbornness, arbitrariness, cravings, rarity, eccentricity, absurdity, fantasy, extravagance, insistence.

caprichosa
It means person who acts as he pleases and arbitrarily.  He stubbornly imposes his whims.  Arbitrary, stubborn.  In
football slang is another way to call the ball or football (wreck, consensual). 



capricornio
Name of the tenth sign of the zodiac.  Name of a Constellation ( Goat ).  It has regency from 22 December to 19
January.  It is depicted with a goat with fishtail. 

caprimúlgido
is every bird that belongs to the Caprimulgidae family.  They are known as ynacles, añaperos or chotacabras. 

caprino
Class of cattle to which goats belong.  Relative to goats. 

capsaicina
It is the alkaloid that is present in peppers and that gives it its spicy flavor. 

capsaicinas
They are the chemicals that produce itching in the mouth, present in peppers or chillies.  Capsaicin Plural .  Spicy. 

capsario
Whoever carried the capsa, He was an auxiliary of the doctors on the battlefields of the Roman soldiers.  Medical
assistant and carrier of supplies for first aid.  He was also the slave who accompanied the students sons of patricians. 
Bearer of school supplies of Roman children. 

captcha
It is an acronym or acronym in English of Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart
(which traqduce Turing test -turn or search- completely automatic and public to distinguish computers from humans).  It
is a term used in Computer Science and Computing. 

capturada
It means arrested, arrested, imprisoned, held, deprived of liberty.  Referring to goods : seized .

capuera
It is the land which is removed to the jungle into arable areas.  It is a term used in the South of South America.  In
Colombia we say colonization.  The jungle clearing.  Expansion of the agricultural frontier in the jungle.  It is also called
as well to the area of natural regeneration in a forest that had been razed and burned forest.

capujo
In Argentina it is an inflection to capujar, which means grabbing something in the air or anticipating in saying something
that will say another.

capul
In Colombia it is a way to call a haircut in which you have a bang that covers the forehead. 

capulín agrio
It is a wild shrub endemic to Los Tuxtlas, Veracruz, Mexico.  Its scientific name is Ardisia compressa, from the family
Myrsinaceae.  It goes by other names such as Acachul, Xacachul, Tropical Capulin, Sour Capulin or Chagalapoli.  With



its macerated fruits and some brandy, a liqueur for popular consumption is prepared.  Fresh drinks and slushies are also
prepared. 

capuz
It is a type of hat that is attached to a scarf or the neck of a garment.  Hood, cap.  Long, loose-fitting garment in the
manner of a cape that was placed above the garments sometimes in sign of mourning.

capz
The correct term is able. In Molecular Biology is a protein composed of subunits, Alpha and beta. It is in the muscle
sarcomere Z band and its function is to isolate or cover the filaments of actin in muscle cells.

caquero
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for Rammer, wooden instrument to compress the soil. It also tells you caquero, to
the dung beetle.  This cucarron or beetle eats ( escatofago ) and it lays its eggs in the POO, excrement, feces, dung or
manure.

caqui
It is a word of Sanskrit origin.  is the name of a color that corresponds to sand or light cream.  It's the color of many
military garments. 

caquiñan
The correct term is Chaquiñan. They are small roads or shortcuts through which passes the cattle, are usually of high
mountain. It is a term used in Ecuador.

car wash
There are two English terms that mean car wash.  Car wash.  Car wash.  Commercial establishment dedicated to car
washing. 

cara
Countenance of a person, appearance, features, expression.  Opposite side of the coin to seal or cross.  Side of the coin
that shows an effigy or a face.  Face, face.

cara de chimba
In Colombia Chimba has three meanings. One is a vulgar way to refer to the female sexual organ. Another, perhaps the
most widely used means of luck, fortune, supermercados blow. And finally the form used by countries that means nice,
nice, beautiful.

carabaos
It is a type of Buffalo which is characterized by adapt to boggy soils, therefore is called the swamp Buffalo.  It is a very
useful animal especially in the Philippines, received other names as swamp Buffalo, water buffalo, Kalabab Caraballa. 
He is considered the national animal of that country.  The scientific name is Bubalus bubalis.

carabassa
It is a word in Basque and Catalan. The Carabassa is a mountain in Catalonia, Spain. Located in the Pyrenees, it has an
altitude of 2740 meters above the sea level. Carabassa is the same as pumpkin in Spanish. It is a plant gourd native to



America, also known as pumpkin, Pipia, squash, Poteca or pumpkin.

carabassa
It is a word in Basque and Catalan. The Carabassa is a mountain in Catalonia, Spain. Located in the Pyrenees, it has an
altitude of 2740 meters above the sea level. Carabassa is the same as pumpkin in Spanish. It is a plant gourd native to
America, also known as pumpkin, Pipia, squash, Poteca or pumpkin.

carabina
It is the name of a firearm much like a rifle, but of shorter length.  Infantry weapon that can be inserted bayonet. 
Weapon used by carabinieri.

carabobo
Carabobo is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Carabobo; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is 40 Carabobo; own name ).  It is the name of a State in Venezuela, whose capital is Valencia.  Its name is derived
from words in language Arawak or Arawaco, Karau which means " Savannah " and Bo that means " water " that
repeated is a superlative.  Therefore, Carabobo means " Savannah's many waters " or " Savannah's many broken ". The
name of one of the most important battles in the liberation campaign of the Nueva Granada.

caracal
It is a word of Turkish origin that means black ears.  It is one of the common names of a medium-sized feline that lives in
savannas of Africa and Asia.  It is very similar to the lynx.  Its scientific name is Caracal caracal and it belongs to the
family Felidae.  The name of a genus of carnivores in the family Felidae.  Name of a Battalion of the Israeli Army.  Name
of a city in Romania that belongs to the Olt County. 

caracales
Caracal is the plural of Caracal.  It is the common name of a feline of medium size of African origin.  Family Felidae,
scientific Caracal caracal, name is not related to the Bobcats, but if with the Serval, with which even intersects.

caracanfunfa
It is a dancer that much taconea. In taconeador Argentina, it is the same as Caracafu. Great Taconeador dancer. This
little word appears in the lyrics of the Tango El Choclo of Enrique Santos Discépolo.

caracaro
In Colombia it is the name of a tree, also known as ear, ear sprocket or kidney ear.  Its scientific name is Enterolobium
cyclocarpum and belongs to the family Fabaceae .  In Costa Rica, Honduras, Nicaragua call it guanacaste.  In
Guatemala and El Salvador is called conacaste.  In Mexico they call it huanacaxtle and Panama conotú.  In Venezuela
they call it carocaro or caracaro.   It is the national tree of Costa Rica.

caracha
In Colombia is a portion of necrotic tissue, which can appear on the skin or subcutaneous tissue.  Used as a synonym
for crust, bedsore.  Also in Colombia caracha it means old, ramshackle (referring to a truck or car very old).

carachupa
In Peru and parts of Bolivia it is a way to call the Chucha or possum, a marsupial and carnivorous mammal.  It is also
called common tlacuache, raposa, tantrums, runcho, mutt.  Its scientific name is Didelphis marsupialis and belongs to
the family Didelphidae. 



caracol
Colombia is the largest Colombian radio chain.  Anatomy is a part of the ear and zoology is a mollusk that may well be
marine or land.  Musical instrument of wind, used by Indians to be convened.  Shell.

caracolies
Caracolí is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Carácolis." being its meaning:<br>It is the incorrect plural of
Caracolí. The right thing is Carácolis. It refers to a group of trees of Caracolí ( Anacardium excelsum ) a very common
tree on the banks of the Colombian rivers.

caracolita
In Colombia, name given to a small boat that accompanied "The conch", vessels that the company Radial snail, sent to
a rediscovery of the Magdalena river (ecological campaign with Inderena).  Name of a child character of tales and
poems (eg.  The Caracolita and Cricket)

caracteristica del moderador
the moderator feature is incorrectly written and should be written as "Characteristic of the moderator" being its
meaning:<br>It is the definition of moderation.  A moderator should be very calm and tolerant.  Owning sanity and
Temperance.  Balanced, even-handed.

caraculo
Sheepskin Coats or Butthead is a kind of cattle bobino, coming from Central Asia, curly hair and wide tail. It is also a
stew that is you made Caracú (  ( Bone marrow and ). For insult or designate a person very unattractive or ugly, told
Careculo.

caragay
In Bolivia, Chile and Northern Argentina is another name of a large iguana or lizard.

caragontía
Name given even to be fabulous of Montánchez, represented by a snake, with head of woman with abundant hair and
that is part of the Jienense legends. 

caraja
In Colombia caraja or carajita is a derogatory way to refer to a woman.  It means it's evil, malicious, bad, infamous,
corrupt.  In nautical is a type of square sail of sailboats.

carajada
Gift of very little value, made without importance.  In Colombia it means thing of no value or low value, trinket,
smallness.  Caraxy is also used.  Insignificance, smallness, bauble, jewelry.

carajal
It means crowd, crowd, heap, lot of people.  Abundance of hell (people).

carajito
In Colombia it means child, boy.  Restless child, foolish child.



carajo
It means very distant site in Colombia.  In fact, it is the name of a small microislas in the middle of the immensity of the
Indian Ocean.  It also means foolish, toddler toddler.  Used to designate something very small, insignificant or trivial. 
The name of an Argentinian musical Groove Metal band.

carajote
In Colombia, colloquially.  corpulent person, very big person.  It can also mean fool, dumb, asshole. 

caramanchel
It is a word used in southern Colombia and Ecuador to designate a street vendor who is located in arcades or galleries. 

caramañola
In Colombia it is a small bottle or bottle in which athletes and especially cyclists, load liquids to hydrate during the
competition.  Bidon, bidoncillo, bottle, bottle.

carambajo
In Puerto Rico it is another way to call a beetle or cuckoo.  It's also called carabajo. 

carambanos
Plural of icicle .  It is the name given to a piece of ice in the form of a very long and pointed stylus or cone. 

carambola
Plant that produces carambolos (a fruit in Colombia).  It is also called star fruit, star averrhoa, carambolo, carambolera,
torombolo, chiramelo, miramelo, Chinese tamarind, tamarind culí or starambolo.  Its scientific name is Averrhoa
carambola and belongs to the family Oxalidaceae.  In billiards, ball that stings to make carambolas.   In the game of
billiards, dry blow that is given to the balls. 

carambolas
In the game of billiards points earned.  In Billiards is the release in which the attacked ball touches the other two
arranged on the table.  Repeated coup.  By extension the term is used to denote several things are accomplished in a
single attempt.

carambolazo
In Colombia it means stroke of luck, fortune.  Something beneficial that is obtained unexpectedly.  Chepazo. 

carambolera
Plant that produces carambolos (a fruit in Colombia).  It is also called star fruit, star averrhoa, carambolo, carambola,
torombolo, chiramelo, miramelo, Chinese tamarind, tamarind culí or starambolo.  Its scientific name is Averrhoa
carambola and belongs to the family Oxalidaceae.  In billiards, ball that stings to make carambolas. 

carambolo
In Colombia it is the name of a fruit, also known as star fruit.  Plant that produces carambolos (a fruit in Colombia).  It is
also called star fruit, star averrhoa, carambolera, carambola, torombolo, chiramelo, miramelo, Chinese tamarind,
tamarind culí or starambolo.  Its scientific name is Averrhoa carambola and belongs to the family Oxalidaceae.  In
billiards, ball that stings to make carambolas. 



caramelear
In Colombia it means cheating, teasing, sucking rooster.  Delay or delay the resolution of a matter unnecessarily or
unjustifiably.  Delay, extend, extend .

carameleo
Action or effect of caramelear .  Typical way to act of the corrupt official in a process or process.  In Colombia it means
cheating, teasing, rooster blowjob.  Delay in resolving a matter unnecessarily or unjustifiably.  Extend in a process. 
Delay , Overtime , Extension , Extension .  Colloquially we also say teteo.

caramelero
In Colombia scammer, trickster, who deceives.  That takes the hair, that dilates the procedures.  You can also be the
one who manufactures or sells candies (sweets, sweets, candies). 

caramelo
In Colombia it means sweet, you candy.  Also means hoax, joke (caramelear)

caramera
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains is deer antler.  Also by extension, uneven teeth or pile of firewood, logs
or branches in a disorderly manner.  Pile of trunks and branches.  Also is a synonym for Palisade, ramazon: Woods
dragging a river during a flood.

carananchek
carananchek is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Carabanchel" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Carabanchel. It is a district is the southern section of Madrid, Spain and has nearly 300,000 inhabitants.

carancho
The carancho, also known as piggy, caricari, caracara, traro or shag is a bird of the Family Falconidae.  It is similar to a
Hawk and has a tuft of feathers on the chute.  Its scientific name is Caracara plancus.  Carancho is also the name of an
Argentine horror film.  It is typical of South America.

caranchoa
Caranchoa or face anchovy, is one of the oldest insults of our language. Together with zurumbatico and badulaque (
often used in Colombia 41 purpose; they appear in chronicles in 1495. You want to say ugly, horrible, face of devil.

carantona
Big-faced, caron.  Carona. 

carantoña
It means flattery, mime, caress, sobo.  Arrumaco, zalamería, tenderness, aspaviento. 

caraña
In Colombia is the name of a tree with an oil that is extracted from it.  It is one of the common names of the rosewood. 
Its scientific name is Bursera graveolens and is in the family Burseraceae.  It has medicinal uses.  Oil is extracted from it
and your firewood combustion is repellent insect.  It is also called sacred tree, crispin.



caraño
In Colombia is the name of a large timber tree.  Name of airport of Quibdo, capital of the Department of Chocó, also
called Alvaro Rey Zuniga.  In Florencia, capital of Caqueta Department, is the name of a river and a corregimiento.  The
tree has the scientific name Protium asperum of the Burseraceae family.  In some parts of Colombia will say stinkwood.

carañola
It is a sweet cake or dessert of Spanish origin that is prepared based on chocolate, flour and peanuts.  Name of a pastry
shop in Caracas.  Its owner is Ruth Cabeza, a Spaniard, born in Bilbao. 

caraota
It is a common name given especially in Venezuela and the Eastern Plains of Colombia to beans, beans or beans. 
Beans , beans .  Its scientific name is Phaseolus vulgaris and it belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is a very nutritious
grain and its plant fixes nitrogen in the soil. 

carapacho
In colombia's Eastern Plains it means skeleton, osamenta, remains of a dead animal.

carape
It is an expression that means amazement, surprise, startled.  It is equivalent to gosh. 

carate
It is an infectious disease of the skin characterized by acquiring a white color.  Also referred to as PT, vamp, lota, mal de
pinto and tina.  It is caused by the bacterium Treponema carateum

caravana
A series of vehicles or animals that move one after the other from the same place to the same place.  A group of
herbivorous animals that move in a row.  A group or retinue of people who, on horses or in vehicles, travel or move one
after the other in the same direction and to the same place.  Convoy, recua, entourage, entourage.  In Central America it
also means bowing, reverence. 

caravanear
In Colombia, it means walking a group of friends in several vehicles to the same place.  Make a caravan.  Form a
procession to a site in several trucks.  Convoy, recua, Entourage.

caravasar
They were the lodging sites customary by the merchants members of the caravans in ancient times.  They were
previously established especially on the Silk Road. 

caravelita
In Puerto Rico is the name given to the poorest quality rum.  The name of a popular song by Pedro Pérez.  Young and
pretty woman.

carámbano
It is the name given to a piece of ice in the form of a stylus or very long, pointed cone. 



carbeno
It is also often called Methenum or Methylene.  In chemistry, it is the name of a bivalent CH2 functional group formally
derived from methane. 

carbofurano
It is one of the most toxic pesticides, that exists.  It belongs to the carbamate group.  It's a systemic insecticide.  This
active ingredient is known commercially as Curater or also as Furadan. 

carbonara
It is the name of a typical Roman sauce and from the Region of Lazio in Italy.  It is prepared with eggs, guanciale
(double runner bacon), pecorino (Roman cheese), salt and pepper.  In some cases the guanciale is exchanged for
bacon.   It is also called the pasta dish to which this sauce is added, especially the spaghetti. 

carbonato
In chemistry it is a type of salt that is formed by combining a base with carbonic acid.  It usually forms hard rocks, thanks
to its condition of being insoluble in water. 

carbonáceo
The correct term is carbonaceous, without tilde.  It means high carbon content.  Carbon-rich material or substance. 
Hydrocarbons of great molecular mass.  Kind of meteorite containing Carbon. 

carboncillo
Light wooden stick used for painting.  Charcoal filing.  A type of pencil painting.  Diminutive of charcoal .  Common name
given to a shrub of the family Fabaceae .  Its scientific name is Acacia angustissima.  It has various uses (fodder,
medicinal, firewood). 

carbonero
It means that it works in the coal mining.  Related to coal.  That it produces, sells or trades carbon.  It is also a surname
of Spanish origin.  It is also the name of a fish also known as Stoker, pollack and haddock.  Its scientific name is
Pollachius pollachius and belongs to the Gadidae family.  It is very similar to cod.

carbón
Plant material that has been consumed by fire.  Extinguished ember .  It is also a carbon-rich mineral, coal.  Name of a
town in the U.S. state of Texas  Fuel that can be of mineral (fossil) or vegetable origin.  Name given to a disease of
some animals, also known as anthrax or bacteridian charcoal.  He was one of the names of three Roman Consuls
(Gnaeus Papirius Charcoal, Gnaeus Papirius Charcoal and Gaius Papirius Charcoal).  There is also animal charcoal,
which is the result of incomplete combustion of bones.  Sometimes another way of calling carbon.  It also means black,
dark.  Pencil or bar for writing or drawing. 

carbunco
It is another way of calling the indigenous in Costa Rica.  In Colombia we say indigenous or cucuyus in a class of insects
bioluminescent beetles, which produce light as fireflies.  they belong to the family Elateridae.  They are also called bugs,
saltapericos, cocubanos, taca-tacas, taguinches, copechis, achones, carbuncos.  They belong to the genus Pyrophorus
and the scientific name for the most common species is Pyrophorus noctilucus.  Anthrax is a bacterial disease that gives
livestock and can be transmitted to human beings (anthrax)



carburante
It means fuel, gasoline, fuel oil.  Hydrocarbon that is used for the operation of engines

carcacha
It is a term used in Colombia to designate junk, furniture or old vehicle, geezer, chechere, caracha, tartala.  Obsolete,
old, object of little use or useless.

carcajada
An uproar or excessive laughter.  Demonstration of joy in great degree.  Laugh.  Loud laughter.

carcamal
In Colombia, it is the same as Hulk.  Hulk, something big and useless ("Grande and acabachiros").  Geezer, old, senile,
decrepit, decayed, Ratchet, carranclon, old, stale.

carcamana
It can mean old and deteriorated.  It also means pretentious, ambitious, who wants to get a lot without deserving it. 

carcamán
In Colombia ea a Hulk, something big and useless ("Grande and acabachiros").  Old.  Geezer, old, senile, decrepit,
decayed, Ratchet, carranclon, old, stale.

carcamo
The correct term is Carcamo.  Construction which allows you to check the vehicles below.  Ditch, hole, hollow.

carcaña
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a bird of prey of the falconidae family.  It is also known as carancho ,
caracara , caricari , guarro , moñudo , traro .  They belong to the genus Caracara .  Currently there are 2 species,
scientifically named Caracara cheriway and Caracara plancus (although they are considered a single species by many
scientists).  It is found from Mexico to Argentina.  Name of a movie, also known as the claw.  It is Spain, there is also a
Serranía with the name of Carcaña, remains in the Province of Soria.

carcañan
carcanan is incorrectly written and should be written as Calcanal, carcanal.  being its meaning: the correct term is
calcanal, carcanal.  It means calcaneum, heel, calcano, zancajo.

carcañan
carcanan is incorrectly written and should be written as Calcanal, carcanal.  being its meaning: the correct term is
calcanal, carcanal.  It means calcaneum, heel, calcano, zancajo.

carcasa
In Colombia housing means cover, protective cover.  It is different to clunker which means old, betusto.

carchí
It is the name of an Ecuadorian parish (San Isidro), in the Canton Mirror (El Angel), of the Province of Carchi.



carcinosarcoma
Oncology (medicine), it is the same as Tumor of malignant mixed Müller (MMMT).  It is a type of rare tumor that is a
mixture of cells carcinoma and sarcoma, which usually occurs in the uterus.

carcinógeno
It means it causes cancer.  That can lead to cancer.  A carcinogen is something that can win a cancer.

carcoma
Woodworm is the effect of an attack of termites on the wood.  As they consume the wood they are leaving galleries that
are filled with a dust, but they do lose completely the utility of wood.  By extension Woodworm also says you the insect
or the resulting dust.  Termite, termites.

carcomido
It refers to a piece of wood that has been attacked by Woodworm, wood damaged or pitch to lose by the attack of
xylophagous insects.

carcomidos
Attacked by Woodworm, frayed, attacked by termites. It refers to damaged by termites attack wood. It is an inflection of
carcomer, that means, roer, wear, drill, drill, fill gaps. Attacked, sick.

carda
Element used for carding wool.  Inflection of carding.  It means to smooth the strands of wool.

cardas
It is an inflection of carding.  It means combing, smoothing, brushing or gently untangle hair cloths and plushes with
brush or charger.  Sorting, straightening, or combed yarns or strands of wool.  Comb.  smooth, detangle, brush.

cardenal mas sus homonimas
Cardinal is a purple which is formed by accumulation of blood at the site where a coup has been received.  Their
homonymous are purple, black, dancefloor, Columbian, moreton, seeps, bruising and ecchymosis.

cardenillo
Oxide of a metal .  It means rust, rust, oxidation, orin, patina.  Green spot that forms on copper sheets caused by
moisture.  

cardeñosa
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It also exists in Mexico.  It is also the name of some villages and a municipality of
Spain in the provinces of Palencia and Ávila.  Name of a Spanish footballer who participated in the world Argentina 78.

cardeo
Cardeo or Cardeo de Abajo is the name of a town in Asturias, which belongs to the Council of Mieres.

cardex
It is a deprecated term ( cardex or kardex).  In Colombia I wanted to say file or folder, where a lot of information is stored



in an orderly manner.  Name that was formerly given to an archiver or filing cabinet.  It is the Castilianization of Kardex.

cardinal
Number representing an amount, figure, guarismo , quantity .  Ordinary or ordinary numbers.  A number that indicates a
quantity, nominative number .  It also means defined point and end ( cardinal point ).  Meaty or purple color.

cardinálidos
It is the Spanish form of call to the Cardinals, to vary its technical name for the taxonomic family, that is Cardenalidae. 
Also called jumpers.  To the cardenalidos, we can simply tell them cardinals.

cardiocracia
Government based on compassion and love.  Government based on fraternity, appreciation and friendship. 
Government based on love. 

cardiotoxinas
Name given to certain substances, usually poisonous, that affect the heart.  Name of the substances that make up the
poisons of the most venomous serpeines (elapidae family).  Substances contained in the poisons of vipers and cobras.

cardos
In Colombia is a form of call to bromeliads.   Plural of thistle.  Usually told Thistle to a myriad of plants of varied species
and families, who have in common own leaves, flowers and fruits protected with bracts, spurs or spines.

carduelino
It is one of the common names of the common European jilguero.  Its scientific name is Carduelis carduelis.  In Italy it is
called gardellino.  It belongs to the family Fringilidae and the genus Carduelis .  It is also called cardelin or cardelin. 

cardumen
Usually used to describe a large number of fish that move group.  School of fish.

cardúmenes
Plural of shoal .  Mass fish migrations.  Groups of large amounts of fish.

care raja
In Colombia the vulgar people used the term to refer to the female sexual organ, vagina slit. Obviously if you say
someone Careraja, it is an offence colossal, apart from to say ugly or horrible, they are insulting him above all.

careas
They're kind of dogs.  Breed of dogs known as shepherd Leonés or dog of Aqueda .  It is widely used in the North of
Spain in the care of sheep herds.  It is also a deflection of carelessness, which means to face, to face.

carece
It is an inflection of lacking.  It means not to have or possess, need, Miss.



carechuto
It means ugly, ungrateful.  Malacarous. 

carecillos
I think that they ask for Corbels.  If so, it is a term of architecture and refers to embellishments or stony elements that
stand out in the top of a wall or the end of a beam.  They are also referred to as Cannes.

carenado
It means coated with showy ornaments made of plastic, glass or other material.  Packed. 

careniño
It is a very common nickname given to men who do not reflect their age on the face.  They reflect a youthful aspect. 
They are usually lampiños and soft skin.  Beardless.  No beard.

carero
In Colombia dealer charged more than they should on prices to the consumer.  Dealer that fosters the shortage, that
more expensive products.

cares
It's the name of a Spanish river.  that runs in Asturias, is a tributary of the Deva River and flows into the Cantabrian Sea. 

careto
It means that it has spots on the face.  In Colombia we say fronted bear or bear of eyeglasses to the Tremarctos
ornatus, only bear Colombia and South America.  We also say spectacled bear, spectacled bear, bear congo,
White-fronted, mashiramo, ukuku, enjaquimado, paramo bear, bear real.  pertnece to the family Ursidae.

carga viral
It is the amount of virus found in an individual.  Amount of viral particles found in bodily fluids.  Quantification of viruses. 
Number of viral particles that accumulate in the body. 

cargaderas
In engineering and architecture means beams support, tie beams.  Usually stretch garment which serves to hold the
pants.  In Colombia are told tirantas, straps, calzonarias.  Chargers.  Implement in the form of Chair that serves to carry
a baby.  Backpacks,

cargante
It means persistent, insistent, tenacious.  diligent.  That annoys, annoys or bothers.  It also means that he carries, that
he bears the weight, that he carries on his shoulders.  It also means blissful, annoying, annoying, heavy, angry, tired,
uncomfortable.  Unbearable. 

cargarse
It means get on the shoulders.  Carry on shoulders.  Attributed, blame is attributed.  Assume a responsibility or
obligation.



cariacea
cariacea is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Coriaceae, Caricaceae, Coriácea." being its meaning:<br>The
term cariacea is incorrect. There are two possibilities in question or ask for the technical term Caricaceae, which is the
taxonomic name of the family to which it belongs the Papaya ( Carica papaya ). Or preguntanpor the meaning of
Coriacea which means that it is looking hard and rough, usually refers to the leaves of the trees or plants of that
condition. It means Similar to leather. There is also a family of plants called Coriaceae.

cariaco
It is the name of a Venezuelan city in the State of Sucre.  It is also the name of a medium shrub also known as
cariaquito or lantana, which is characterised by bloom intensely yellow with various combinations of colors.  It is said to
one of them that has the combination of yellow and Red Spanish flag.  Name of a Venezuelan Gulf where the city of
Cumaná.  The name of the greater basin anoxic in the world, located in the State of Anzoátegui in Venezuela.

cariacos
Plural of cariaco .  is one of the common names of a tree, which is also known as bucare ceibo, cambuli, pisame, poró,
cachimbo and cachingo.  Its scientific name is Erythrina poeppigiana and it belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It was also
a way of naming the indigenous peoples Caribs. 

cariama
The Seriema or Socori is the same Seriema of Red-legged, crested cariama, chuna red. It is a wader in the family
Grulliformeae. He basically lives in Brazil, although it can be found in Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, Uruguay and Argentina.
Its scientific name is Cariama cristata. They also say Kropczynska in Colombia. Cariama is the name of the genus and
species.

cariar&#40;se&#41;
This term is used to define the action of producing caries in teeth or bones.  Alter the surface layers of a tooth or bone,
corrode, raer.

caribaeas
caribaeas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Caribea" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Caribea.  It
is a Latin word which means originating in the Caribbean.  It is used to give the scientific name of the Caribbean pine,
whose scientific name is Pinus caribea.

caribañol
caribanol is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Caribenol" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Caribenol. It is
a dictionary prepared by the journalist Bill Martin of Caracol Radio in Colombia, where many terms used in the
Colombian Caribbean and obviously Spanish are collected, but many other Spanish-speakers don't use or are unaware
of. Caribbean slang. Costenismos. Language of the Colombian coast.

caribañol
caribanol is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Caribenol" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Caribenol. It is
a dictionary prepared by the journalist Bill Martin of Caracol Radio in Colombia, where many terms used in the
Colombian Caribbean and obviously Spanish are collected, but many other Spanish-speakers don't use or are unaware
of. Caribbean slang. Costenismos. Language of the Colombian coast.

caribe
Caribbean is the name of a people and their language, native to the West Indies.  Taíno.  In the eastern plains of



Colombia is one of the ways call the piranhas, very voracious, carnivorous fish.  They belong to the family Characidae. 
A name also given to the sea of the Antilles.  Also used to mean, cruel, inhuman, Cannibal, antropófago.

caribear
It's a colloquial way of saying walk in the Caribbean.  Vacation in places where there are beaches, breeze and sea.  In
the Eastern Plains of Colombia, it means to eat with voracity, in a hurry and without chewing properly (it is due to this
term, to which in this region they say Caribbean to piranha, which is a very voracious and aggressive fish )

caribeño
It means he's a native of the Caribbean.  That resides or is related to the Caribbean.  It is used to integrate, the entire
island region of the Caribbean Sea, without specifying which of the countries, the same as the coasts over that same
sea.

caribú
It is one of the common names of a class of reindeer in North America.   It lives especially in the tundra forests of
Canada (boreal forests).  Its scientific name is Rangifer tarandus and belongs to the fgamilia Cervidae.  Name of a
Colombian brand of bluyines, which sponsored the cyclist Martín Cochise Rodríguez. 

caribúes
It is a mammal known by various names such as rangifero, rengifero, reindeer or caribou.  In essence the caribous are
American reindeer.  Its scientific name is Rangifer tarandus and belong to the family Cervidae.

caricatura
It means imitation, semblance.  It also means vignette.  Drawing or rendered image of something or someone in which
some of its most notorious characteristics are exaggerated.  The word is of Italian origin, derived from caricare which
means to exaggerate. 

caricaturesco
It means ridiculous, risible, cantinflesco, satirical, exaggerated.  It mimics, represents, or remeders.  It looks like a
drawing, remed, caricature or vignette.

caricaturista
Cartoonist that, with great dexterity, stresses physical qualities of a character, and ironically his performances.  Artist
who achieves a jocular deformation of reality through drawings.  A person who is given the luxury of ridicule around the
world through drawings.

caricia
It is a soft and gentle touch or touch.  Demonstration of affection and affection.  Subtle and loving contact.  Compliment,
compliment. 

caricias
Plural of caress .  Ademanes or gestures, which demonstrate affection.  Soft and delicate physical contacts, frictions and
touches as an expression of affection or affection.  It means affection, wrinkle, pampering, zalema, carantoña. 

caridino



They are almost transparent freshwater shrimps that are used in aquariums.  They belong to the genus Caridine and the
family Atyidae.

carilla
Name of old fleece coin of Spain.  It was used approximately in the seventeenth century.  It also means sheet, page,
page, page, flat, folio. 

carilla o pagina
It means face, page, sheet, flat, folio.  It is also a diminutive of face.  Carita.

carillón
It is the name given to a set of bells of a church, which when ringing produce very harmonious sounds.  Harmonious or
melodious bell tower. 

carimañola
In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic Coast it is a typical frying in the form of a pastry.  It can also be called
caribañola, cassava cake, stuffed yucca, enyucado or cassava croquette.  It is similar to an empanada. 

carimba
It means brand, iron, hardware, iron mark that is put on cattle (In the Llanos of Colombia it is also called a figure).  Iron
mark that was placed on slaves. 

carina
Carina is incorrectly written and should be written as "Carina or Karina." being its meaning:<br>Carina or Karina, it is a
woman's name, of Latin origin and means the very beloved.

carinato
It's an Italian language word meaning pretty.  In medicine it means referring to carina, which is the lower and inner part
of the trachea (where the openings are separated from the bronchi).  Also, of sunken stomach or scafoid. 

cariño
Feeling appreciation for someone else.  It means love, affection, esteem.  It can also mean wrinkle, caress, care,
tenderness, dedication, care, care.  It is the name of a Spanish municipality, in the Province of La Coruña, in Galicia (
Spain).

cariños
It means pampering, caresses, tenderness, wrinkles.  Plural of affection.  Care, attentions.  In Colombia gifts, gifts,
present. 

cariofilácea
In botany it is any plant that belongs to the Caryophyllaceae family.  They are herbaceous plants or bushes of small
size, Fruits in capsule and are known as bloodthirsty, carnations or collejas. 

cariópsides



It is a kind of fruit that are characterized by multiple grains separate and isolated but which may form an ear, an ear or a
panicle.  Classical examples are corn, rice, wheat, barley and sorghum.  It is typical of the grasses ( Poaceae ).

cariproplu
It is a word of Corso language and means Carioca.  He appears in the novel Huasipungo of Jorge Icasa Colonel.

carisellazo
In Colombia is to decide something to luck, by tossing a coin.  Colloquially it's the same as saying all or nothing.  By
extension, to luck .

carishina
It's a word of Quechua origin.  In Ecuador and nariño department in Colombia, means tomboy, very strong and reluctant
woman, woman who acts as a man. 

carishino
carishino is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Carichino" as meaning:<br>The correct term is carichino,
sometimes used as a carichina. It is a Word to describe a woman with manly face.

carisina
In the South of Colombia, especially in the Department of Nariño and its capital Pasto, is the term that refers to a woman
who doesn't know do or don't like execute the trades of the House.  A woman who does the housework.

carisio
It is the name of an Italian city in the Province of Vercelli, Piedmont Region.  Name of an archadium prince, in Greek
mythology.   Publius Carisio was a Roman general lieutenant of Caesar Augustus in Lusitania.  He was the son of Titus
Carisio.

carisquis
It is the name of a locality in Union Moon, in the Union (Island of Luzon), in the Philippines.  It is also the name of a
Filipino tree of the Fabaceae family.   Its scientific name is Archidendron scutiferum and it is a class of acacia.

caristerias
Festivities of Athens in which the expulsion of the 30 Tyrants by Tasíbulo was celebrated.  The 12th of Boedromion that
was celebrated in our calendar would be equivalent to September.

caristo
It is the name of a Greek city located south of the island of Euboea.

caristos
Caristos, Caristo or Caristus is the name of an ancient Greek city on the island of Euboea.  When she was under
Persian rule, she was devastated by the Greeks themselves at the Battle of Salamina.

carita
It means gesture, countenance, appearance, look, grimacing, mohin, wink, Seine.  It is one of the diminutives of face.



caritobléfaro
Ancient Latin name of the Tree of Judas, Cyclin, Love Tree, Arjoan or Crazy Carob (Charytoblepharum).  It belongs to
the Fabaceae family.

caritón
It was the name of the possibly oldest of all Greek writers.  It was also known as Cariton of Aphrodisias.

cariz
Countenance or appearance of a thing.  It can mean face, face, facade, perspective, sense, paint, turn.  It also means
talante, appearance, appearance, situation, trace.

carísima
Superlative face.  It means too expensive, too expensive.  Very expensive, very valuable, onerous.

carísimo
In Italian much loved, dearest.  In Spanish it is an expensive superlative.  It means very expensive, expensive,
expensive, onerous, onerous.

carlanca
It is a strong, barbed collar that is placed on the neck of brave dogs.  It is used in shepherd dogs to defend them from
wolf attacks.  In Honduras it is a stick tied to the neck of animals or humming, to prevent them from passing the fences. 
Rascality, gnawed.

carlanco
It is another common name of the European carraca (Coracias garrulus of the family Coraciidae).

carlancua
It refers to a person who reach adulthood without having good foundation or experience.  A person who takes a long
time training in something but without achieving good development, progress or excellence.  Mediocre, regular.

carlinga
It's one of the ways to call the inside of an airplane or a ship.  Fuselage, cockpit.  Part of an airplane where crew and
passengers go.

carlos
It is a male name of German origin.  It means strong, manly.

carlota
It's a woman's name of German origin.  It means very strong woman, of great strength, of great strength.  Carla variant. 
Name of a Queen of England, daughter of George III.  It is also the name of a variety of Chinese onions.  It is also called
a shallot, shallot, shallot or escaloña.  Its scientific name is Allium ascalonicum and belongs to the family
Amaryllidaceae.

carma



It is one of the common names of a small American rodent, scientific name Dasyprocta punctata of the Family
Dasyproctidae.  It is also called añuje, picure, zerete, ñeque, guatín, sereque, cotuza, jochi, cherenga, guatuza and
sihuayro. 

carmela
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin.  It means the one who grows the field, the one that provides food.  The one that
comes from the Lord's vineyard.  It's The female variant of Carmelo.  There are also the names Carmelite and
Carmelina.

carmeles
Carmeles is one of the names given to the plantain.  It is a herbaceous plant of medicinal uses, its scientific name is
Plantago major and is in the family Plantaginaceae.  It receives many common names ( approximately 50.  For example:
Plantago, language of lamb, gypsy girl, five veins, hemp seed, Canary seed, Arta, paper, Yanten, plantain, Lante, Hare's
ear, plant foot, etc.

carmelita
It means belonging to the community of Carmel or la order del Carmen.  It is also the name of a light brown color.  It is a
woman's name of Hebrew origin meaning which cultivates the field, which nourishes, feeds.  Coming from the vineyard
of the Lord.  Variants: Carmela and Carmelo.  Karmel is a word of Arabic origin meaning garden or vineyard of God. 
Carmelita is one of the common names of the biganvil, bougainvillea, veranero or Trinity, an ornamental plant native to
Brazil.

carmelitas
Nuns or nuns from the community of Las Carmelitas Descalzas or the Order of Mount Carmel.  Carmelite plural .  They
have a habano, light brown or light brown color.

carmelo
Name of a Mountain that exists in Israel.  It is famous for an apparition there of the Virgin Mary (advocation of the Virgin
of Carmen).  It is triangular in shape and close to Haifa.  It is also a man name of Hebrew origin.  It means the one that
comes from the Lord's vineyard.  In Colombia it is the name of a corregimiento of the municipality of Candelaria in the
Department of Valle del Cauca.  In Bogota, it is the name of a neighborhood and a School, formerly Female and now
Mixed.  It belongs to the Catholic Congregation of the Missionary Carmelites.

carmen
Carmen is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Carmen ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
woman's name.  It is of Hebrew origin and means the vineyard of the Lord, which feeds.  Variant Carmela. It is the name
of an Opera, based on a novel, also called Carmen by Prosper Mérimée ( And perhaps the work of Aleksandr Pushkin
41 Roma;

carmenado
Inflection of carmenar which means to detangle, card or clean hair, wool or any type of fiber.  Unravel.  It also means to
remove, steal.  Pull your hair hard. 

carmenta
In Roman Mythology.  she was the goddess of Childbirth, Birth and Prophecy. 



carmentales
It was the name given in Ancient Rome to festivities in honor of the goddess Carmenta, who was the goddess of
Childbirth, Birth and Prophecy. 

carmero
Person from the municipality of Carmen de Bolívar in the Bolivar Department.  Those born in the municipality of Carmen
de Apicalá in the Department of Tolima are told Carmelites, as are those of the municipality Carmen de Viboral in the
Department of Antioquia or those of the municipality of El Carmen in the Department of Norte de Santander.  Carmen de
Atrato in the Department of Chocó, Carmeleños, as well as those of the municipality of Carmen de Chucurí in the
Department of Santander.   . 

carmilla
Women's name, variant of Carmen or Carmela ( Carmelita ).  It is also Carmina variant.  It can mean the Vineyard of
God or the one that cultivates the countryside.  Name of a character and a novel by Joseph Thomas Sheridan Le Fanu,
Irish writer.  Name of the last Countess of Mircalla.  The name of a character from Roger Vadim's film, "Et mourir de
plaisir" (And dying of pleasure), played by the Danish actress Annette Stromyberg, who was later his wife.  In several
films about vampires and vampires there are characters with the name Carmilla.  The first was in the film Vampyr, "The
Vampire Witch" by the Dane Carl Dreyer.

carminar
It means expelling, expelling, throwing, dismissing.  Paint carmine color. 

carminativo
It is a type of medicine that is used to eliminate flatulence or to be excessive production of gases in the digestive tract. 
Drug to decrease the production of digestive gases.  Effect generated by a drug, which manifests itself with the
decrease of gases or flatulence .  Antispasmodic, laxative.

carmiña
It is a woman's name. It is of Latin origin and means which cultivates the field, which takes care of the vineyard of the
Lord.

carnaval
Celebrations that take place in many villages, where emphasis is given to native folklore and dance.  Celebration, is a
word used colloquially in Colombia, which means party, foforro, festejo, pachanga, rumba, dance.  Synonyms for revelry

carnavales
It is the plural of Carnival.  They are a few festivities carnestolendicas very famous in various parts of the world, where
drinking, dancing, enjoying and leaves disguised as street and in parades.  Shrovetide, parades, masquerades, revelry,
festivities, and joy.  The Carnival of Barranquilla (Colombia), New Orleans, Venice, Oruro (Bolivia) and Rio de Janeiro
without some of the most famous in the world.

carnavalito
Diminutive of carnival .  Name of a musical rhythm and a dance typical of the South American Andean zone. 

carne ñervuda
In Colombia it means meat of very poor quality.  Meat containing a lot of tendon and a lot of cartilage.  Ervo.  Chilango.



carne riluda
In Colombia, meat with a lot of nerves, old and poor quality beef.  Meat with rila .  Chilango . 

carne seca
In Colombia it is the same as prayed meat.  It is a way of preserving meat, especially in the Department of Santander. 
Name of a typical avocado from that region.

carnero
It is a way of calling the male of the sheep.  Sheep .  The young are called sheep or lambs.  Name of a Constellation
(Aries).  Domestic animal, scientific name Ovis orientalis aries, which is raised as cattle.  Name of a Bay in Chile, in the
Province of Arauco.  It is famous because there occurred the Battle of Quiapo, in the War of Arauco, during the clashes
between Mapuches and Spanish Conquistadors.  Surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of the current Ambassador of
Spain in China, who is called Alberto Carnero.  It means the word also that it is meant to produce meat.  In the Region of
the Río de la Plata, it also means scab, a person who strikes the strike, or who betrays a strike. 

carnicero
This means that it kills animals and the meat is eaten.  Carnivore.  In Colombia, person who attends a fame or carnage. 
Butcher.  By extension bloody person who kills without mercy.  Killer, thug, Hitman.

carnificino
It means massacre, carnage, slaughter.  Act performed by a deathr or butcher.  Act of dismembering an animal.

carnificinos
It is a word in Portuguese that means carnage, slaughter, massacre.

carnita
Diminutive of meat.  We also say carnecita .  In various parts of Colombia it is an affectionate and familiar way of calling
someone named Encarnación, and who is also called Encarna or Encarnita. 

carnival
It is the name of a cruise line based in Doral, Florida (United States).  Its full name is Carnival Cruise Lines .  The word
carnival in English means carnival.

carnía
It is a historical and geographical region of Italy ( Friuli ). It has 28 municipalities and belongs to the province of Udine,
which in turn belongs to the Autonomous Region of de Friulli-Venezia.

carnívoro
It refers to the animal that preferentially feeds on meat. 

carnon
Thus, without the tilde, Carnon is the name of a French village and Spa (Beach) in the municipality of Mauguio in
Hérault.  It is also called Mauguio-Carnon or Carnon-Plage.  It is Spanish, carnon, is with tilde and it means many
meats, fleshy, fat, obese.



carnutos
Carnute plural.  Name given to a Celtic tribe, settled in Gaul (Northern France). 

caro
It means expensive, onerous, valuable.  High price or cost.  It also means dear, appreciated.  In Colombia it is also a
surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of illustrious neogranadino (Colombian) writer, named José Eusebio Caro Ibáñez,
who was one of the ideologists of the Colombian Conservative Party.  Last name of a president and notable Colombian
writer, son of the former and named Miguel Antonio Caro Tobar.  He co-wrote the Grammar of the Latin Language and
was Director of the Colombian Academy of Language.  

carocaro
It is one of the common names of a tree, in Colombia and Venezuela.  Also called caracaro, ear pinion, orejero,
huanacaxtle, parota, pich, elephant ear (Mexico), guanacaste (Costa Rica), corotú (Panama), conacaste (Salvador).  Its
scientific name is Enterolobium cyclocarpum and it belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is forage, ornamental and timber. 

carocho
In Portuguese it means devil, evil spirit, demon.  It is one of the common names of a class of shark, in the family
Dalatiidae.  Its scientific name is Dalatias licha and it is of the genus Dalatias.  People wearing masks at festivities in
Asturias.  Zangarrones , zafarrones , zamarrones , diablos .  It also means black, dark.  Typical dish of the gastronomy
of El Salvador. 

carochos
Plural by Carocho .  It is one of the common names of a shark class, of the Dalatiidae family.  Its scientific name is
Dalatias lycha and is of the genus Dalatias.  People who wear masks at festivities in Asturias.  Zangarrones, zafarrones,
zamarrones, devils.  In Portuguese it means devils, demons, spirits or also black, dark.  Typical dish of El Salvador
cuisine. 

carofiloides
It means caraway-like leaves ( Carum carvi of the Apiaceae family, also called meadow cumin).  Ramosa, with square
stems.  Many branches, feathery appearance.   Very divided.

carola
It is a name of Germanic origin woman and meaning which is stronger.  It is a familiar and colloquial way in Colombia
call the women that have the name Carolina.  Carla, Carolina variants.

carolina
Name of two States in the United States: North Carolina and South Carolina.  Name of woman of German or Latin
origin, means the one who is strong, the one of great strength.  Variants Carol Carola , Carolin , Caroline .  It's also a
way to call the nymph or coconut cockatoos.  They belong to the genus Nymphicus, in the family Cacatuideae.

carollia perspicillata
It is the scientific name for a bat common in South America.  They are known as colicortos.  It feeds on fruits, pollen and
insects.  They belong to the family Phyllostomidae (meaning with a leaf in the mouth).

carolo
In Argentina effeminate, gay, gay.  In Spain ( Salamanca).  piece of bread that is given as a snack to the workers. 



Nickname of a Spanish footballer, whose full name was Manuel Carballo Lores.  He was coach of Pontevedra.  Also in
Argentina is the name of a Musical Album of the Babasonics.

carona
Augmentative face.  Big face or pretty face.

carosiéra
The correct term is expensive or expensive, without tilde.  Fruit of a kind of Brazilian palm.  palm native to Brazil

caroso
It is walnut or bone of a fruit, such as peaches or plums.  Italian surname.  Surname of a dance teacher named Italian
Fabritio Caroso da Sermoneta.  a person who makes many faces or gestures.

caróbo
The correct term is carobo, no tilde.  Very old weight measurement that equaled four grains.  Flake.  It was also a
measure of weight that equaled a twenty-fourth of a cup.

carpa
You mean awning, shop or stall.  Canvas covering something to protect from Sun and water.  Cover.  It is also a fish of
water sweet, very common in the world and considered invasive.  Its scientific name is Cyprinus carpio and belongs to
the Cyprinidae family.

carpachada
It is also valid corporatized.  It is an indigenous ritual in which the Pachamama is invoked to obtain good harvests.  In
the ritual abundant food and drinks are placed in a hollow dug into the ground.  Ritual of offerings to the Pachamama.

carpacho
The word carpaccio muteness.  It is a way of preparing or presenting a raw meat sliced very finely cut.  The dish can be
accompanied with cheese, truffles, lemon and olive oil.  It can be used as an appetizer.  It comes from the Italian word
Carpaccio.

carpanta
Name of a comic strip character created by the Spanish José Escobar.  It appeared in the Revista Pulgarcito (1947).  In
Colombia it means excessive hunger, edge, appetite. 

carpanzo
It is the common name of an herbaceous plant of Iberian origin, whose scientific name is Halimium lasianthum and
belongs to the family Cistaceae.  They also say carquesa, "carqueja", Cistus

carpelar
It is a botanical term.  It means relating to the reproductive organ of plants or flowers.  Concerning the carpels, ovarian.

carpesano
Is the name given to a ringed folder.  It usually has plasticized and resistant lids.  Large and resilient folder. 



carpeta
In Colombia, is a cover of plastic or light cardboard used to legajar papers.  Legajador, cloth, carpet, folder, file, portfolio.

carpeta de entrada de correos electrónicos
In computing is the definition of inbox or mailbox.

carpeta vegetal
It's another way to call the lawn or grass.  Grass, meadow.

carpetana
It was the name of a pre-Roman tribe that inhabited the center of the Iberian Peninsula.  They were also called
Carpecios.  That they belong to Carpetanía or that from there is their origin. 

carpiendo
It is the gerund of carpal. It is the action of tillage, weeding it, cleaning it, or weeding it to make it suitable for a crop.

carpincho
It is another common name that is given to the capybara capybara in Colombia.  It also says capybara, capybara,
capiay.  It is the larger worldwide rodent.  Belongs to the family Caviidae and its scientific name is Hydrochoerus
hydrochaeris.

carpinterito
Diminutive carpenter.  Small carpenter.  In Colombia it is the name of a bird.  Its scientific name is Picumnus cirratus,
although in Colombia Picumnus granadensis is also found and abounds more.  We also know him as a telegraphist,
Colombian carpenter or dotted carpenter.  They belong to the family Picidae .  In some parts they also call it picapals or
picapalitos.

carpintería
Place where a carpenter works.  It is an establishment where wooden furniture is made or repaired.  In Colombia it is
also called cabinetmaking (although in other countries it is only designated as such the site of furniture manufacturing).  
. 

carpintero
A person who is ex officio the carpentry.  Person who works in a shop with wood styling it and manufacturing furniture or
repairing them.  Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin and also the name of a bird, which also say picapalos,
woodpecker.  There are many species (more than 200) and belong to the family Picidae,

carpio
Name of Spanish municipality in the Province of Córdoba .  , in Andalusia.  Surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of
Mexican poet and architect of Scientific Medicine.  called Manuel Eulogio Carpio Hernandez. 

carpión
It is also called carpín, It is one of the names of a freshwater Cyprinidae family fish.  It is widely used in aquariums.



carpir
It means removing the weeds that are in arable land.  Aporcar, weed or weed.  It is also pointless, stunned, astonished,
stunned, stun, landing.

carpo
It is a Latin word which means fruit.  In Greek mythology was one of the hours, daughter of Cloris and Zephyr (Breeze). 
The goddess of fruits and the personification of the summer is considered.  Anatomy is a part of the upper extremity,
composed of eight small bones that make up the wrist.  Carpus or tent, is also the name of a fish of the family
Cyprinidae, commonly, whose scientific name is Cyprinus carpio.

carpofago}
carpofago} is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Carpofago; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It means that
you eat or feed on fruits. Fruitarian.

carpofago}
carpofago} is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Carpofago; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It means that
you eat or feed on fruits. Fruitarian.

carpomo
I think that they asking capomo.  It is the name given in various States of Mexico to a tree.  It is also known as Ramón,
ojoche, ojite or ojote.  In Colombia we say guaimaro.  Its scientific name is Brosimum alicastrum and belongs to the
family Moraceae.

carpófago
It means that it feeds exclusively on fruits.  It may refer to any kind of animal that most of its diet is fruit intake. 
Frugivorous.

carpusear
It means to disguise, pretend, hide.  It also means desire, in the sense of sexual intent.  It is a term used in Argentina.

carqueisa
It is also often called carquesa or carqueixa.  It is one of the common names of a fanerogamous plant.  Its scientific
name is Genista tridentata and belongs to the fabaceae family.  It is a plant that regrows easily after a forest fire
(pyrophyte). 

carquexa
It is the name in Asturian, of a medicinal plant, also called carqueixa.  It receives in the Iberian Peninsula other names :
lavacuncas , carquesa , carquesa , carquesia , chamosquina , craqueja , engordatoro , torogordo .  Its scientific name is
Genista tridentata and belongs to the fabaceae family.

carquiento
You mean pork, filthy, dirty, filthy, filthyy, untidy.  He doesn't bathe.  It is used in Peru.

carraca
In Colombia you mean mandibular, maxillary.  It is also junk, pileup, Hulk, viejera, gadget.  In Chile is geezer, viejera,



old, old.

carracudo
In Colombia it means of ratchet, cumbamba or large jaw.  Outstanding jaw.  Cumbambon.

carrajó
It is the common name given to a herbaceous plant in Argentina, It is a variety of plant also known as plantain, plantain
minor, seven veins or seedling.  Its scientific name is Plantago lanceolata and it belongs to the Plantaginaceae family.  It
has medicinal uses.  It receives many different names all over the world.  

carraleja insecto coleoptero
The carraleja or Oiler is a coleopteran insect of the family Meloidae.  They lack wings or have them very stunted.  They
also receive the names of aceituneros, taverns, cures, curicas, friars, matahombres, matasietes.

carraman
carraman is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Carraman" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Carraman.  It
means large, giant, voluminous.  It also refers to a high and strong person.

carrampla
In Colombia is a way of calling the tolerance zone or brothels.  It can also mean site very depressed or extreme poverty. 
Slum.

carramplón
It is a way of calling in Colombia something that is big and cumbersome.  A tack that is used in footwear and that has a
very wide or large head.  Colloquially between soldiers and military rifle. 

carranchil
In Colombia means urticaria, itching of the skin, itchy skin, scabies.  Wishes of permanently scratching.

carrancho
In the Southern Cone of South America is a way to call the hen or zopilote.  It is also the name given to a granite slab,
fractional rough rock.  Name of a film directed by Argentine Pablo Trapero (2010). 

carranchoso
In Colombia, it means that it has rough or very ajada, abraded, scraped skin.  Having scabs, welts, lacerations,
abrasions, or scabies.  It has very hurt so much scratching, skin Carranchiloso, salty.

carranclo
Person or thing of very little value.  It is a term used in Venezuela.

carranclo
Person or thing of very little value.  It is a term used in Venezuela.



carranclon
carranclon is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Carranclon; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is carranclon.  It means old, outdated, worn out, stale.  It also refers to old, old as the rifle or carbine weapons. A
similar word is Carramplon, quee is heel women shoe, puncture, crampon, large tack.

carranzudo
It means very strong and well-formed neck.  It usually refers to the strong of a guard dog (Mastiff) Constitution.

carrao
Colombia is one of the common names of a wading bird similar to cranes and ibis.  Its scientific name is Aramus
guarauna and belongs to the family Aramidae.  It lives in swamps and marshy.  A carrao (by carrado) is the full quota
that fits inside a car or vehicle, especially a bus or a truck.

carrapucho
The correct term is Carrapicho.  It is a word of Portuguese language which means monkey hair ornament in hair. It is the
name of a Musical group Amazon in Brazil, which imposed a song also called Carrapicho and a dance with the same
theme.

carrasca
In Colombia is an instrument musical friction, similar to the barks, the guacharaca, and güiro.  They can be metal or
wood.

carrascal
Site where carbs abound (a small oak plant).  In Chile it can mean pedrero, pedregal.  In Colombia it is a surname of
Spanish origin.  Surname of Colombian footballers, called Jorge Andrés Carrascal Guardo (River Plate) and Rafael
Carrascal (America). 

carrasco
It is the name of a Uruguayan town.  It is a district and a resort of Montevideo.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last
name of a former player of Atlético de Madrid, whose full name is Yannick Ferreira Carrasco.  Currently playing in
China, is Belgian and belongs to the selection of football in Belgium.  Salvador Sebastián Carrasco was the uncle of
José Gervasio Artigas, prócer Río de la Plata.

carrascos
It is another name that is known to the holm oaks, Oaks or kermes oak.  Trees of the genus Quercus of the Fagaceae
family.

carraspa
In Colombia it is the name of a tree in the family Fagaceae.  Its scientific name is Quercus rotundifolia and it also
receives other names, such as: carrasca, chestnut, chavasco, chavasca, oak, holm oak. 

carrasquilla
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a suburb of Panama City.  A great Colombian
costumbrista writer, called Tomás Carrasquilla Naranjo's last name.  A Colombian Minister surname very controversial
(Alberto Carrasquilla).  Diminutive of oak, which is a musical instrument of friction.



carrejar
It means being transported by car or carriage.  Carry. 

carreño
It is a surname of Spanish origin that exists in Colombia, especially in the Department of Boyacá.  Puerto Carreño is the
Capital of the Department of Vichada in Colombia.

carreola
It's a way to call baby cars in Mexico.  Carriola can also be used.  In Venezuela it is also a way to call a backpack or a
backpack. 

carreras
In Colombia are public roads that go from South to North.  Streets run from East to West.  Fast travel to foot, urgency,
cares.  Racing, you want to say with much urgency.  In Colombia to level of education, careers are different faculties of a
University and the different professions that form in them.  Faculties, professions. Spanish surname of a great Tenor:
José Carreras.

carrero
Surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of former head of government of Spain, called Luis Carrero Blanco.  Trail or
footprint left on the roads, caused by the passage of animals, people or vehicles.  relating to the trolley .  Driver. 

carrerón
Augmentative career, large career.  Very important race or excellent characteristics.  Very outstanding career of an
athlete. 

carreta
Derived from truck.  Car that is pulled by horses.  In Colombia is a wooden pallet are added to tires to transport cargo. 
Trolley.  In Colombia it is also talk trash, lying, telling lies, give a false testimony.  Tale, false or fanciful narration.

carretazo
In Colombia colloquially, very big lie, embuste falsehood.  Talking wagon in Colombia is lying, saying embustes,
muddying. 

carrete
In Colombia reel is a perforated cylindrical piece that is used to wrap things.  It is the attachment of fishing rod where the
line is wound.  Roll of photographic or film tape.  It is a derogatory way to call an old and rickety truck.

carretear
It can mean carrying something or transporting in a cart.  By extension: carry, transport, move, carry, carry, drive, haul. 

carretel
In Colombia means cart, ball.  Reel where you wind the yarn or silk, tubiuno.  Guide, track, footpath.  Cylindrical part
used for winding wires, wires or cables.



carretera
In textiles, part of the machine or loom where the reels of yarn are placed.  It is also one of the ways to call a road or
road for vehicles, cars or cars to travel.  Highway , track , road . 

carretería
Place where are repaired or arrange the axles of carts or wagons.

carretero
In Colombia, driver or driver of a cart.  Zorrero, wheelbarrow.  In the eastern plains of Colombia is one of the names of a
migratory duck.  Its scientific name is neochen jubata, belongs to the family Anatidae.  It also receives the names of
Orinoco goose or mount goose or duck Carter.

carretilla
It is a diminutive of cart.  In Colombia, BARROW is a wooden platform with two wheels, which serves to transport loads
and is pulled by a horse.  Also called cart or Fox.  An element of tillage in the field that consists of a platter or tray and a
single wheel and that is driven by a person can also be a truck.

carretillero en sentido literal
Person who uses a wheelbarrow to transport things.  The term is widely used in the department of Tolima in Colombia. 
In some parts of Colombia he is also called a fox. 

carretonero
It means that it consumes bogie, which feeds on trefoil or alfalfilla.  Crop or sown with Shamrock.  livestock fodder.

carretón
Large, augmentative cart from cart.  Colombia is also a fodder plant for livestock.  It is also called clover, trolley or
alfalfillo.  Its scientific name is Medicago orbicularis and belongs to the Fabaceae family.  .

carretudo
In Colombia means talkative.  Person who speaks a lot and most of the time lies.  Liar, liar.

carré
Carré is incorrectly written and should be written as "Carré ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a surname of
French origin.

carricito
Carrizo diminutive.  Grass, short or small grass.  In Venezuela baby, toddler. 

carrictera
It is the Castilianization of the term Botanical Carrichtera.  It is a genus of Botanic, belonging to the family Brassicaceae. 
He was dedicated to the Swiss astrologer and physician Bartholomaus Carrichter von Rexingen.  Plants such as spoon,
spoon or Valencian martuezo belong to this genus.

carrie



It's a woman's name in English.  It is considered to be an apocope of Caroline and means free woman.  It is of Germanic
origin.  It is a female form of Carolus ultimately derived from Charles ( Charles).  It is the name of a stephen King novel,
based on which a horror film was filmed.

carriel
In the area of influence paisa in Colombia is a type of leather bag, worn slung over the shoulder with a strap.  It has
several compartments and is mostly used by peasants and merchants.  It is also often referred to as a guarniel. 

carrier
It is a word in the English language that means carrier, carrier, conveyor, which transports or carry a load or a
remittance.

carril
It is the path or the runway Strip which must run each athlete in athletics competitions or in an Olympic swimming pool. 
Lane is the name of a Spanish locality and another argentina.  Stripe a road by which to circulate enough a cart or a row
of trucks.  Several lanes form a walkway.  Parallel lines that demarcate a road to indicate the Strip where a vehicle must
circulate.

carrilera
It means road, road and rail.  Parallel lines built with Rails that allow the movement of a train.  Class of Colombian
popular music.  Music of Inns and taverns.

carrillo
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Most were Sephardic Jews who adopted that name.  It is the name of a
Canton which belongs to the province of Guanacaste in Costa Rica.  It is considered the archaeological Canton of Costa
Rica.  It is also the face, cheek, cheek muscle.

carrillón
It is a great musical instrument of the idephone class.  It's the same bell organ or air organ.

carriquí
In Colombia it is one of the common names given to a bird of the crow family (Corvidae).  There are several species.  It
belongs to the genus Cyanocorax (blue-necked).  In some parts they are also called magpies.  kenken or charas . 

carrizo
It is a grass plant that grows in wetlands.  It also said canabrava, cane, hurdle, Fescue and feather duster.  They belong
to the genus Phragmites and the family Poaceae.  Ecology is used as filter media in sewage treatment.   Tube of cane to
place tobacco.  Reed is also a family name.  Great Argentine goalkeeper called Amadeo's last name.   Amadeo Carrizo
was nicknamed Tarzan.

carro
In Colombia is synonymous with Auto, car, vehicle, carriage and wagon.

carrocista
Related to floats.  You can be the one who makes, sells, arranges or drives a float. 



carrolliana
It means relative to Carroll, in Carroll's way.  It may refer to Lewis Carroll's literary work, a pseudonym of a writer,
deacon, mathematician, photographer and English logician.  His real name was Charles Lutwidge Dogson.  Among his
notable works is "Alice in Wonderland".  Humor and satire abounded in his work.  It could also refer to Pepe Carrol,
pseudonym of a Spanish magician and presenter whose real name was José Arsenio Franco Larraz. 

carrolliano
You mean relating to Lewis Carroll.  It contains a lot of nonsense and amazing stuff. 

carroñero
They are specialised in eating carrion, animals that eat meat or decaying animals, dead animals.  Normally scavengers
do not hunt for prey, they take advantage of the presence of abandoned corpses.

carrotanque
In Colombia, a vehicle specially designed for the transport of liquids.  Tanker. 

carroza
In Colombia is synonymous with carriage, car, truck.  Car large and ornate, pulled by horses, used to transport people or
noble.  It is a car specially decorated for the festivities or revelry during Carnival, normally make representation of a
subject in particular.  Carriage, decorated chariot carrying the Queens.  Hearse.

carrucho
It's a derogatory derivative of a car.  Old, ugly car.  It is also a common name for an edible mollusk of the snail family. 

carruco
Derogatory carriage.  Small truck, no axes and solid wheels without spokes, cart.  Roll or reloading of tiles that can be
carried on the shoulder.

carst
It's the same as karst.  It is a term used in Geology.  Name given in Geology to a dolomitic soil that has been affected by
the action of runoff waters.  Lenar, lapiaz.  Very eroded and steep soil.  Sink formed by dissolution of dolomitic soils.  

carta
Written message that is currently little used.  List of meals and prices of a restaurant. 

carta-bomba
Letter-bomb or carbomba is an explosive device used by terrorists and presented in the form of an envelope, which
explodes when opened.  In Colombia it was used to attack German Vargas Lleras. 

cartabon
The correct term is cartabo, with tilde, or cartabono.  Drawing and measurement implement that we also call transporter.
 It is used to measure angles.  It was used in navigation in antiquity.

cartabón



It was an ancient instrument used in navigation.  Triangular scale, template, triangle, square.  Drawing implement .  It
was also called cartabono.

cartago
Name of an ancient Punic city in North Africa.  Name of a Colombian city in the Department of Valle .  Name of a city
and province in Costa Rica. 

cartagueño
The correct term is Letter (with diamiss).  It means born or native to Carthage, city of the Department of Valle in
Colombia.  Resident or related to Carthage, Valle, Colombia.  For Carthage, Costa Rica and the ancient Carthage, the
gentility used is Carthaginian.

cartapacio
In Colombia it is an arrume of leaves or paper, lot of sheets or folios.  Portfolio, vade mecum, vade, notebook, cover,
folder, folder, file.

cartán
A French mathematician named Élie Cartan or Cartan's last name.  He worked hard in differential geometry.

carteluo
carteluo is incorrectly written and should be written as "Carteluo, carteludo" being its meaning:<br>Carteluo is the same
as Carteludo.  It is a word used in Venezuela means famous, known, brilliant, original, posh, good fun, good times.

carter
It is a surname of English origin.  Last name of former president of the United States named Jimmy Carter (James Earl
Carter Jr.   )  .  He is a Democrat and was the 39th president of the Union.  He is 97 years old.   Name of a part of a car's
engine, where the crankshaft goes.  It is a maillalic box where the engine oil also goes. 

carterista
Colombia-person dedicated to steal purses in the street.  Thief raponero, shoplifter, rogue.  CACO.

cartilaginoso
It is made up of cartilage.  It is like the flexible material of the tissues, made up of collagen.  Made of flexible skeletal
material.  Tender. 

cartílago
It is a flexible tissue material, made up of collagen.  Flexible skeletal material.  Calf, cartilagin. 

cartonero
Related to cardboard.  That manufactures or sells cardboard.  Collecting or recycling cardboard.

cartopacio
cartopacio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Undated" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is undated.
It is a term used in Colombia, which means arrume, lot, usually referring to papers or documents. Documents, records of



a court and document folder.

cartógrafo
A person who is trained to produce geographic charts or maps.  Person versed in Cartography.

cartucho
In Colombia is synonymous with bullet, charge, explosive, taco, ammunition, shot, lead projectile.  It is also the
portatinta, paca, printer toner or ink tank.  Items which are carried in a Holster.  In a vulgar way, it means Virgin.

cartuchos
Plural cartridge.  In Colombia it is a plant with colorful flowers.  Flower that has a cone-shaped bráctea and also has a
large and striking spadice.  They belong to the Araceae family.  Cartridge is also called a container that wraps or
contains ink ( toner).  Cartridge can also mean bullet, ammunition, explosive, cargo or wrapping, cone.

cartujo
Man who lives lonely and away from amusements.  Taciturn, solitary, withdrawn.  Religious belonging to the Catholic
Contemplative Order, founded by Saint Bruno.  It's also a way to call a cat. 

carumbe
carumbe is incorrectly written, and should be written as Karumbé.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Karumbé,
which in guarani means turtle.  It is the name of a centre of marine research in Uruguay, where do internships biologists
and marine Boologos of Latin America.  They are especially dedicated to the conservation of sea turtles.

caruncho
Last name of Spanish origin .  Last name of a Spanish landscaper named Fernando Caruncho.  Last name of a Spanish
singer named Irene Caruncho.  Last name of a Spanish painter named Luis María Caruncho Amat .  Caruncho is also
one of the common names of an insect in the curculionidae family.  It is popularly known as weevil or carcoma.  Weevil
larvae. 

carupanero
You mean born, resident or related to the city of Carúpano, the state of Sucre in Venezuela.  The word of the Arwak
origin, means house of land.

caruru
You can use caruru or carurú .  In Colombia it is one of the common names of a plant, also known as guaba, airambo,
soap, owl, snake herb, mantath, altusara.  Its scientific name is Phytolacca rivinoides and belongs to the family
Phytolaccaceae.  It is also the name of a municipality of the Vaupés Department.  It was a correction.

carurú
In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Vaupés.  It was a correction.  It is also one of the
common names of a plant, also known as guaba, airambo, soap, owl, snake herb, mantath, altusara.  Its scientific name
is Phytolacca rivinoides and belongs to the family Phytolaccaceae.

carutal
It is a forest abounding tree called caruto.  It is a tree that also receives other names as jagua, yaguare, huito, bi, yoale,



irayola.  In Colombia we also tell majagua.   Its scientific name is Genipa americana and belongs to the Rubiaceae
family.

caruto
It is a tree that also receives other names such as jagua, yaguare, huito, bí, yoale, irayola, guaricha, irayol.  In Colombia
we also say majagua.  Its scientific name is Genipa americana (or genipa caruto) and it belongs to the family Rubiaceae.

carúncula
It's the same as crest.  Fleshiness or lump that is erectile and presents above the head of some birds such as the pisco
and the rooster.  It is usually intense red.  Reddish part at the tear end of the eye. 

carvajalino
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is presumed derived from Carvajal.  Surname of several sisters who are members of
Cartagena International School.  No female entrepreneurs in the educational activity. 

carvalho
It is a surname of Portuguese origin.  It is very common in Portugal, Brazil and Angola.  Surname of former Monaco
football player, ricardo Carvalho (Ricardo Alberto Silveira Carvalho). 

casa
Construction lifted to be inhabited.  Home, abode, housing, room, ceiling, hostel. Home.  Place of origin of something. 
Stretch, lineage, family, origin, alcurnia.  It can also mean company, establishment, factory.

casa cuna
In Colombia it is a way to call a shelter for orphaned children.  Orphanage.

casa de citas
In Colombia it is one of the ways to call a brothel.  Place where prostitutes work.  Lenocinia house.

casa hogar
In Colombia it is an institution in several parts of the country that is dedicated to the protection of orphaned children. 
Hostel (children's hostel), child's house, orphanage, shelter.  They are mostly managed by the Colombian Institute of
Family Welfare or by religious communities.

casa-cuartel
It could be a house where soldiers reside.  It is also a home where there is a very strict regime (almost always where
one of the parents is a military or ex-military). 

casaca
It's a sporting garment.  It is a T-shirt or shirt or a type of thin jacket that is worn very tight to the body.  Flannel or T-shirt.

casados
People who have contracted marriage.  That form for a marriage partner.  With partner.



casamiento
It is a way of calling the wedding ceremony or marriage.  Casorio, marriage, nuptials.  Action or effect of marrying or
marrying. 

casanareño
A native of the Department of Casanare, in Colombia, whose capital is Yopal.  Relative to Casanare, which may refer to
the Department or the Colombian River.  Pija . 

casandra
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means that is beautiful, which is very beautiful.  Name of a priestess of
Apollo, daughter of Hecuba and Priam Trojans Kings.

casaquinta
In Colombia we say big House to a House very nice, large, very special and usually ancient architecture with spacious
green and almost always located on the outskirts of the city.

casarca
It is a variety of migratory duck known as tarra, jar, canelo jar, tadorna, spotted duck, ferruginous duck or rusty.  It
belongs to the family Anatidae and its scientific name is Tadorna ferruginea .  It is typical of Europe and Asia.

casarse
It means marriage.  Marriage.

casas de citas
It's the same as brothel or brothel.

casasion
The correct term is appeal, with c.  In law, it means a sentence.  In music is a piece of music composed to be performed
in the open air.  Musical piece for string orchestras.

casasola
It is a surname of origin Spanish, mostly in Mexico.  Casasola in Colombia means abandoned, without inhabitants, is the
name of several farms, landscapes and paths that were abandoned during the violence.  In Spain is name of several
locations in the provinces of Albacete, Avila and Cantabria, Orense, and many others.

casata
It is a type of Italian cake that contains flour, eggs, sugar and crystallized fruit cubes.  It is also called Cassata.  It is very
traditional in Sicily.

casava
It is another call to cassava, manioc, tapioca, aipim, arrowroot.  The scientific name is Manihot esculenta and belongs to
the Family Euphorbiaceae.

casava o yuca



They are two common names of an Euphorbiacae plant.  It is a edible tuber plant native to South America.  Its scientific
name is Manihot sculenta, of the family Euphorbiaceae.  It receives other common names such as Mandioca, tapioca,
guacamota, aipim, casabe, cassava, lumu.

casavieja
casavieja is incorrectly written and should be written as "Casavieja ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Wine brand.

casca
In Colombia shell inflection, which means hitting, punishing.  She is the only woman in Berserk's anime and is part of the
Falcon gang.  Hollejo that remains of the grape after being stepped on and squeezed. 

cascabel
Type of fishing gear used in Costa Rica.  A hollow metal ball, usually small, with a groove, and which has inside a metal
piece that, with movement, sounds.  Rattle.  Rear finial, in an almost spherical shape, of some old artillery cannons. 
Name given to a venomous snake (crotalus).  It belongs to the family Viperidae and the genus Crotalus. 

cascabelito
Name of a Mexican film with "Viruta", whose name was Marco Antonio Campos and "Capulina".  called Gaspar Henaine.
 Rattlesnake diminutive.  Name that in Colombia we also give to the parakeet, a very boisterous and gregarious small
bird that we also call parrot.  Name of an old Tango, performed by Ricardo Ruíz and the Orchestra of Angel D'Agostino. 

cascada
It means waterfall.  It also means a series of events that occur successively. 

cascado
It means beaten, affected, abused, injured.  It is inflection of cracking, which means scoring, affecting, injuring,
mistreating. 

cascajo
In Colombia is a material that is used for the layer in uncovered roads.  Gravel.  Material from bricks and crushed
buildings.

cascal
Name of a restaurant specializing in Latin food in california.  Name given to a place where there are many helmets or
shells (balvas).   In Spain it is another way to call a plant Papaveraceae, known as white poppy or royal poppy.  Its
scientific name is Papaver somniferum. 

cascalote
It is one of the common names of a tree of the Mimosaseae family.  It is also called huizache or huisache. which means
thorny, which has thorns.  It is a Mimosaseae plant, which serves to obtain ink with its tannins.  Its scientific name is
Acacia Farnesiana.  It is also known as arumbari, huechachin, aroma, cascalote, colita, tanner's bark, divine thorn or
sacred thorn, hawthorn, maroma, wichacin and vinorama. 

cascapiedras
It is another way to call South American capuchin monkeys (for their habit of picking up and hitting stones with two



hands).  In prehistoric times, first homindidos of the stone age.  Flintstones, who made tools and flakes hitting stones
together (generically, Homo faber).

cascar
In Colombia it means hitting, hitting.  It's also breaking or breaking the walnut or something hard and brittle.  Crack,
hender, crack, split.

cascarero
In Colombia it is the way to call a jewelry thief or things of very little commercial value. 

cascarita
Diminutive of shell.  Question loaded, or two-way.  Form to ask little ethics of some teachers.  Question that he confuses
students, which leads to the error.  Trap, deception.

cascaritas
Cascaritas is the plural of Peel and a diminutive of shell.  In Colombia cascaritas means cheating, covers, wrappers,
scabs, movies, deception.  In Colombia we colloquially call cascaritas tangled questions which makes a professor on
tests, which contain traps, sausage or poisons.  They must be analyzed very carefully by students, because usually they
induce to error, when sufficiently clear concepts are not.  Although they help students think and do not answer to the
light, personally I find it unethical, because I have always thought that the questions should be short, clear and concise.

cascaroso
It means that you have many shells or having a multilayered crust.  The tibuchina or seven leather has a trunk
cascaroso.

cascarón
It means what it covers, what surrounds or encapsulates.  Crust, cover, wrap, capsule, cover.

cascarrudo
cascarrudo is incorrectly written, and should be written as krab.  being its meaning: the correct term is krab.  Torito or
beetle is one of the common names of the bug Rhinoceros, a beetle that has horns.  The scientific name is Diloboderus
abderus and is of the family Scarabaeidae.  Their larvae are very harmful for agriculture, especially in crops of
sunflower.

caschi
It is an Italian language word meaning helmet.  In Argentina it means stray dog, derogatory way to refer to a pet.  In
Colombia we say gozque, milk or canchoso.  They may also be asking for Cashi, if so, it is a technological innovation
through which having a special application you can make cash recharges for the user and facilitate the purchases.

casco
It can be a calcified hoof of an animal.  Hard material garment that protects the head.  Each of the divisions of the fruit of
an orange.  Urban area, inhabited.  Cover or exterior of a boat.  Last name of a footballer who plays for the Argentina
national team (Milton Casco who plays in The River Plate).  Area of a sphere between two parallels or meridians that
join at the poles.



cascorbo
The correct term is cascorvo.  It means he's got corva or arched legs.  In Colombia we also say gareto.  Animal with
corva legs.

cascorva
In Colombia it means garetas, which has crooked legs.  It features separated knees and bowed legs. 

cascorvo
In Colombia it means bent or crooked legs.

cascos
Element of various hard materials that protect the head.  Parts in which a citrus fruit is divided.  Plural helmet .  A
helmet, can be a calcified hoof of an animal.  Hard material garment that protects the head.  Each of the divisions of the
fruit of an orange.  Urban area, inhabited.  Deck or outside of a ship.  Area of a sphere between two parallels or
meridians that join at the poles. 

cascotes
It is the same as debris and ruins of a building.  The demolition of a building or construction waste.   There are the
fragments of plaster, yeson, gason, or aljezon, which are used to make walls.

casedó
In the Dominican, it is the same as Trichinella or trichinosis.  Disease caused by worms or parasites transmitted by
infected pig meat (has frozen eggs and hatch to the meat being consumed by humans).  They are set in the intestine
and in the muscles.

caserío
In Colombia it is called a set of somewhat isolated houses that are located along a road or road.  Very small village.  Set
of houses.

caseteca
It means collection of recordings on cassette.  Collection of cassettes.  Collection of recorded tapes.  Cassette is a tape
with tape recording and that is stored between a box or case of paste or plastic. 

casetilla
Diminutive of shed.  In gardening is a small construction way of shed, which serves to store tools and supplies.  It can
also be a guard house, guardshed.

cashew
It is a word in the English language that means cashew.  Name of a fruit or tree in English . 

cashmere
It is the same as cashmere or cashmere but in English.  It is a type of wool softer than the sheep and obtained from
cashmere goats.  It is a Region disputed between Pakistan and India.  Soft woollen-type.



cashpiana
Mean moza, lover, beloved, the other (  " Doña second "  ). A woman who is paid to commit adultery. Adulteress,
spirited, manceba, concubine. It is widely used in El Salvador and Guatemala.

casia olorosa
An acacia tree which has a fragrant crust, its scientific name is cassia lignea.  He is also known as Woody, cinnamon
malabarica, odorous acasia, xilocasia.  Its bark is similar to cinnamon in appearance, colour, taste and smell, but thicker
and a little more hard (woody).

casilicio
It is a small temple or shrine where a religious or patriotic image is placed.  They are usually located in bridges, avenues
or mausoleums.

casillas
boxes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "40 boxes; name is own )." being its meaning:<br>It is a Spanish
surname.  Place where things are stored.  Boxes, lockers. Municipality of Spain. Space of a format or form that must be
filled or fill.

casillero
Each of the drawers, holes or compartments that corresponds to a user of the postal services of apartado aéreo. 
Drawer reserved to be used by a person assigned to that and has its key, Locker.  Box with key.  Casillero del Diablo:
Name of famous wine.

casio
It belongs to the Roman family Cassia.  It is a male name of Latin origin.  It is a variant of Casiano, which means vain,
empty, hollow.  Another version gives it Hebrew origin and derives it from the name Cassiel or Kasiel, which is the name
of an Archangel, called Angel of Saturn or Sabbath Angel.  It means the Speed of God or the Wrath of God.  It is the
name of a Japanese brand of computers and electronic equipment such as calculators, clocks and stopwatches.  In the
story is the name of many characters, especially Romans : a Consul (Espurio Casio), the murderer of Caesar (Gaius
César Longino), Casio Querea (Centurion who killed Caligula), Avidio Cassius (Roman Military who revolted to Mark
Antony) and others the more.  It is also the name of several Saints of the Catholic santoral, among them Saint Cassio
Narni.  In Brazil there are several footballers with the names Casio and Cassio.

casiopea
Name of Andromeda's mother according to Greek mythology.  She was the wife of Cepheus, king of Ethiopia and was
the daughter of Arab or Arabius.  The name of a star and a constellation. 

casleño
It means native to Casla, a Spanish municipality, from the Province of Segovia.  Natural of Casla, related to Casla,
resident in Casla.  It is also a curious way to call a follower of club Atlético San Lorenzo de Almagro of Argentina, whose
abbreviation is CASLA. 

caso
In law, it is each of the events or crimes that a judge qualifies and investigates.  Event , Event , Event , Incident , Fact ,
Situation , Trance .  It can also mean theme , point , question , argument , point , subject .



caso omiso
It means ignoring, not taking into account, skip.  Relegate pass, jump, leave, withdraw, worry, do without.

casoleta
Casoleta is a crock ( casserole or pan ) smaller than normal. It comes from the French Cassolette. It is usually a
container metal or stainless steel, which is used to sterilize or to store already sterilized medical instruments or
dressings. Peroleta. Small dish to place the spices.

cason
Cason is incorrectly written and should be written as "Cason ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Cason.  House, quite large, large House.  Cason was the name of a cargo ship's Panamanian flag which sank in
December 1987 in Galician coast generando severe problems of pollution with chemicals.

casorio
In Colombia we say isolated to a marriage that is done in secret, without preparations, often underage and without
parental consent.  Double link that makes racing, quickly. We also say isolated preparations for a marriage or wedding. 
Wedding, marriage, marriage, marriage.

casos
It is the plural case.  In Colombia is synonymous with processes in judicial aspects.  It is synonymous with event,
incident, event, trance, situation, theme, point, matter, fact, argument.

casota
Home Augmentative.  Big house.  Casona , farmhouse ( In Colombia we also use casonón ). 

caspiana
It is valid to say Caspiano or Caspian such as gentilicio of Caspian Sea concerning Caspian ( So as we say Mexican or
romano ). Caspienne is in French and English Caspian. Also you can say Caspico or Caspian. It is often used for
scientific names.

caspiroleta
It is alicorada drink that is served warm or hot.  It consists of hot milk, cinnamon, eggs (smoothies), sugar and a touch of
brandy.  You can bring other spirits.  In some areas of Colombia it is also called caspiruleta. 

casposo
In Colombia, it means having much dandruff.  It is also synonymous with annoying, foolish, fregon, obstinate, stubborn,
reckless, annoying, uncomfortable, annoying, desagradale.  .

casquisuelta
In Colombia woman of dissipated life.  Casquivana, culisuelta.  Toured, walk.

casquivana
Fox, life licentious, prostitute, whore, harlot woman.



casquizo
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also one of the common names in Spain of a tree, also conioid as Extremaduran
corkcornoque.  It also receives other names : cork , envelope , acorn , Moorish corkcornque .  Its scientific name is
Quercus suber and belongs to the botanical family Fagaceae.

cassiopeia
It is the ancient Greek name of Cassiopeia.  The name of a constellation that includes multiple stars of the same name
and that form a w in the sky. 

castaña
It is the feminine of chestnut.  Color between black and dark blonde.  Brown.  Fruit of the chestnut tree.

castañada
It is a popular and traditional festival of Catalans that is celebrated on October 31, in which wine, toasted chestnuts and
other foodies are consumed.  It's the name of the food and the feast. 

castañas
It means that they have brown color.  Dark brown color. Fruit of the chestnut tree.

castaño
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also a color, especially used to designate horses coat or the color of
the eyes.  Is equivalent to Brown, dark brown.  The chestnut is also the common name of a tree in the Fagaceae family. 
It is also called chestnut, concha Hedgehog.  Its scientific name is Castanea sativa.  There is also a marine cefalópodo
mollusc called Brown (Sepia elegans Sapiidae family).

castañuela
It is the name of a small musical percussion instrument, made of wood.  It is touched with your fingers and looks at two
small boxes or independent lids, joined by a rope or ribbon.  They are believed to be of Phoenician origin and are
considered a Spanish national instrument.  Diminutive and derogatory chestnut.  They are also called chopsticks.

casteller
It is the common way to call each of the members of a colla, colla casteller, also called pyramids or human castles. 
Each of the members of a multi-story human tower.  It is a traditional thing in Tarragona, Spain.

castigadas
You mean sanctioned, Escarmentadas, beaten, whipped, bludgeoned.  Plural of punished.  Inflection of punishing.  It
means punishing, whipping, hitting, beating, Escarmentar.

castillo
It is usually the type of housing used by Kings or nobles.  Fortification.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.

castiza
If applied to language it means that it is a well-used word.  Of good origin, of caste.  Pure, genuine.  Typical of our
language.  It also refers in miscegenation to a daughter of a mestizo and Spanish uan. 



castizado
It is an inflection of Castizar.  It means improve, purify and clean.  It is used to denote that purified or improving race by
a criss-cross.  Also to improve vocabulary or making the way of speaking purest.

castizo
It means that it is of good origin and of good caste.  That it is a well-used term and that it is accepted by the Royal
Academy of Language.  Typical, pure, genuine.  In Anthropology it is a type of miscegenation, which results from the
union of a mestizo with a Spanish woman. 

castorocauda
It means beaver tail.  It was the name of a genus of very primitive Jurassic mammals, very similar to today's beavers. 
Fossil remains were found in Mongolia.

castoroides
It means similar or like Beaver.  It is the name given to a prehistoric mammal of such scientists.

castrense
In Colombia it means concerning the Police, the Army or in general all the Military Forces.  Militia, military, war, martial. 
Set of rules, laws and discipline of the armed forces.

castrillón
castrillon is incorrectly written and should be written as "Castrillon ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a surname
of Spanish, common origin in the dynamic of Antioquia ( Colombia ).

castro
In Colombia it is a very common surname of Spanish origin.  In Spain there are many towns called Castro and they
mean fortification, fortified or strong.  It is an inflection of castrating, which means to layer, sterilize.  Name of a river and
a dam in Spain.

castroso
It means a person who overanes or annoys.  In Colombia we also say casposo.  It causes a lot of discomfort.

casualidad
It means that it happens rarely and unexpectedly.  Match, chiripa, chance, adventure, maybe, casual.

casuarios
Plural of cassocany .  It is the name of an Australian and New Guinean non-flying bird that has a leathery plume on its
head, similar to a helmet.  There are three species and belong to the family Casuariidae.

casulla
It means cover, layer or shell.  Shell that coats some grains or cereals.  In Religion it is a religious ornament that the
priest uses on top of his habits, to do his rites or religious offices.  It is part of the costumes of religious offices.  It is
usually elongated and has an opening in the center to pass the head.



casupo
It is the name of a River, a Hill and a Municipal Park in the city of Valencia, Carabobo State in Venezuela.

casusa
I think they're asking about Cazuza.  Cazuza with double z, was the stage name of a Brazilian singer.  Its full name was
Agenor de Miranda Araújo Neto .

casuvio
It is most indicated Casuvius, with b .  It is a language of the Slavic family spoken in the Pomeranian Region.

cata
In Colombia it is apocope of Catalina.  It is also a tasting inflection that means to try, taste.  Tasting, test.

catación
Tasting, taste, tasting, tasting.  Action that is performed to try some liquor or drink.   Test that runs to know the taste,
quality or even prioedence of a product, drink or food.  Tasting.

cataclísmica
It means that it generates a cataclysm, which produces its effects.  Relative to a cataclysm.  It seems terrifying, in ruins. 
Disastrous, catastrophic, tragic, calamitous, unfortunate, debasted, ruinous. 

cataclísmico
It means devastating, catastrophic, disastrous, destructive, devastating.  It causes a cataclysm.  Very serious event,
which affects hugely.

catademo
In Ancient Greece he was a lower-ranking judge, magistrate or sentencer.  Etymologically means for the people or with
the people.

catadícroto
It's a medical term.  It means palpable pulse in the carotid artery region.  Pulse with two or three interruptions in the
downline of the sphygmogram.  Rapid pulse or catadirch pulse.

catadromo
The correct term is catadromo.  It is a term in biology used to describe fish that fall by flows of fresh water into the sea or
drop by flowing water to spawn in the sea, as for example the eel.

catafalco
It means elevation or mound.  Elevated place where the coffins are placed for solemn funeral honors.

catafasia
It is a psychological disorder in which the patient repeats a response or a word several times.  The etymology of the
word is : Greek prefix cata or kata meaning after and fasia or phasia meaning word .



catafefobia
It is the dread of being buried alive.  Fear of being buried alive. 

catafilaxia
It is the process of transporting protective agents to the infection site.  Transport of medicines, antibodies or antibiotic
substances to generate an infection rejection.

cataforesis
It means displacement to the cathode.  It is an automatic immersion painting system, based on the electrical charge of
the particles.  It is also called cathodic electrodeposition.  It is the dispersion of resins and pigments in an aqueous
medium when there is a low content of organic solvents.

cataforia
Tendency to lower the eye after stimuli.  Gacho s or droomed eyes.

catafónica
In Physics, in the part of Acoustics, is the study of the bounce or reflection of the sound and also of the echo.  It means
etymologically against sound, noise or voice.

catafractos
Plural of catafract .  It means fully covered or fully protected.  It was an ancient cavalry unit in which both rider and horse
wore armor.  They were not useful in prolonged confrontations.

catafrigios
It was a religious movement that promulgated that the Holy Spirit had been sent to them and not to the apostles.  It was
founded by Montano and is therefore also called Montanismo.  It emerged in Frigia and Asia Minor in the 2nd century D.
C.  Mountaineers.

catafusa
In several Central American countries it means backpack, back bag.  Kind of bag, usually leather that is worn on the
back, or tertiary on the shoulder.  It is also synonymous with zurrón, backpack or burjaca.

catagloso
It can mean two things.  tongue (used in medicine) or language or word scoff (rhetoric).

cataglotismo
It is the language in which very scrawled or little-used words are used.  very refined language or jargon.

catagonica
catagonica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Catagonica" as meaning:<br>The correct term is catagonico.
It refers to a patient's struggle to control or overcome their stress or stress, manifested in reduced mental capacities and
above all manifestations of muscle stiffness in the neck or face.

catajárria



The correct term is catajarria, without tilde.  It means stack, heap, lots of things.  Arrume . 

catala
Making reference to the catalan language or the Valencian Language.  Català.

catalanganes
In the Philippines it is the name of an indigenous people of Mongolian origin.  They lived on the banks of a river called
Catalangán, for which they bear that name.

catalán
Relating to Catalonia .  Born in Catalonia.  It is the name of a Romance language, which is spoken by more than 10
million people.   It is spoken in Catalonia, the Balearic Islands, Andorra, the Eastern Strip of Aragon, Roussillon and the
city of Alghero (Sardinia, Italy), as well as in the Valencian Community and the region of El Carche (Murcia) and for
about 250. 000 Catalans living in Argentina. 

catalepsia
It is the name of a sudden nervous disorder that is characterized by immobility and rigidity of the body.  There is loss of
sensation and inability to contract muscles, which appears to be death.  It can last up to 3 days.  Apparent death . 

catalina
In Colombia, especially in the eastern plains of Colombia is the name of a black cookie take of brown sugar and milk,
than in other regions of the same 40 Colombia; Costa ) is called biscuit black and Tolima ( my land ) cuca called. 
Catalina is a woman's name, of Greek origin and means of pure lineage.


